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Abstract— Mobile Ad hoc network is referred to a network 

where communication takes place without the help of any 

centralized authority. The topology of network changes 

when needed, thus nodes move in and out of network. This 

feature makes this network vulnerable to different attacks. 

Denial of Service attack is among the most critical attack. In 

proposed work applying HMM for improving network 

performance. In HMM detects the hidden state of nodes. 

This approach observes the behaviour of hidden states of 

nodes. If nodes behaves maliciously it matches the 

behaviour of nodes with its observed behaviour of nodes.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

MANET is a group of mobile nodes utilizing multi-hop 

wireless relaying and has potential of operating regardless of 

predetermined framework. Since the capability of self-

configuration nodes, arrange themselves by serving as a 

router for forwarding the information to the neighbouring 

nodes. There is no groundwork on the nodes for becoming a 

member of leaving the community, as results the nodes 

connect or move liberally; also these networks have no 

central administrator. [1]. 

Earlier than deploying or enforcing any network, 

there is a need of some coverage to make certain the 

authentication, assurance of availability, warranty of 

confidentiality, in other phrases protection measure in the 

course of conversation but because of MANET’s self-

organizing and decentralized constitution and deficiency of 

mobility functionality with safety measure as in comparison 

with the bounded and different community. Because of 

decentralized characteristics there is no need of depend on 

any infrastructure. A different property of MANET creates 

more challenges that is mobility or dynamic nature which 

enables hosts to expand freely. As a result, topology can be 

dynamic and unpredictable. That’s why in communication 

and transmission of expertise MANET follow multi-hop 

peer-to-peer routing strategy instead of static network 

framework for providing community connectivity amongst 

nodes. A Multi hop routing process is the first-rate system 

when nodes are in radio range for packet transmission. 

Because of particularly dynamic nature topology in MANET 

forming routing approach more complex and insecure 

accordingly nodes are extra susceptible to Denial of service 

(DoS) attacks launched via malicious nodes or intruders. As 

a result routing is extra intricate and insecure. The wireless 

nodes are inclined to various types of attacks namely DoS, 

wormhole attack, flooding, grey hole attack, black hole 

attack and egocentric node attack. These all are affect the 

efficiency of MANET. DoS attacks commence by means of 

intruders to prevent the provider being used by legitimated 

users. Route request (RREQ) is considered one of flooding 

attack launched by means of nodes in dispensed manner in 

this sort of purpose that compromised node can takes 

improvement of the route discovery method and floods the 

entire network by using propagating huge quantity of 

fabricated route request (RREQs) as a consequence network 

is jammed leading to a denial of service [2]. 

II. DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK  

In denial of service [3], a suspicious node tries to preclude 

sufferer and licensed node by way of using the services 

offered with the aid of the network making assets or 

offerings unavailable to the approved users. One of a kind 

layers of community protocol stack is effected by the DoS 

attack are of many types. Whereas On community layer the 

routing protocol are exploited by the attacker as good as 

community operations are additionally disturbed. On greater 

layers; the attacker is ready to cut back down excessive 

stage offerings by means of injecting a large quantity of 

junk packets within the network. These packets over carry a 

notable section of network belongings, and convey wireless 

channel and network contention in the ad hoc network. 

Probably the most DoS attacks are described below: 

 
Fig. 1: Types of Denial of service (DoS) attack 

A. Jamming Attack 

By this attack, we refer that the attacker monitors the 

communication medium for obtaining the frequency of the 

destination that receives signal from source. The intention of 

a jammer is to affect with respectable wireless 

communications. A jammer can accomplish this target by 

means of either intercepting an actual visitors source from 

sending out a packet, or by means of stopping the reception 

of authentic packets 

B. Distributed Denial of service (DDoS) Attack 

On this attack a number of malicious nodes which can be 

allotted throughout the community are colludes and preclude 

victim nodes from attain gaining access to the services 

supplied by way of the community. SelectedDoS is an 

extreme danger for MANETs considering the fact that they 

are able to be crashnearest when you consider that of their 

restrained battery power in order that community can 

without problems emerge as congested due to its slightly 

constrained bandwidth compared to fix networks one of a 

kind forms of DDoS attacks: 
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Fig. 2: Types of DDoS attack 

1) Active DDos attack:  

For the motive of using battery power of an effected node 

the misbehaving node damage other nodes for their own 

conversation. 

2) Passive DDos attack: 

It occurs when missing cooperation among legit nodes  

C. Rushing Attack 

Rushing attacks in MANET networks is outcome in denial-

of-service approach to become inadequate and cut off a 

reliable node from the network. A dashing attack used 

towards on demand routing protocols. In most of purposes 

on demand routing are used on account that it have decrease 

overhead and speedy reaction time. As a result, this type of 

attack greatly influences network comparability as well as 

ability of networking functions reminiscent of manipulate 

and message delivery. 

D. Sleep Deprivation Attack 

The attacker collaborate with the node in this kind of way 

that it seems to be legit; however the intent of interaction is 

to keep the sufferer node out of its vigour conserving sleep 

mode. An attacker can cause sleep deprivation by means of 

make use of the vulnerability of the route discovery method 

of protocols comparable to AODV and DSR, for example, 

through sending a RREQ packet periodically in order that 

the victim node has to process these packets causing 

consumption of its battery power. 

E. Flooding Attack 

Flooding attack is a DOS attack in which the opposes’ node 

broadcast the redundant false packet within the community 

to exhaust the on hand assets and minimizes the throughput 

of the network in order that legitimated user can't ready to 

make use of the network resources for good defined 

conversation. The flooding attack is possible in all most the 

entire comfy on demand routing like SRP, SAODV, ARAN, 

Ariadne and so forth. Flood attacks takes location when a 

network or service seems to be so weighed down with 

packet commencing incomplete connection request for that 

it may possibly no more process validated connection 

demands. By using flooding a server or host with connection 

that cannot be completed, the flood attack ultimately fills the 

host's reminiscence buffer. When this buffer is full no extra 

connection can be made, and the effect is a Denial of 

service. Relying upon the type of packet used to flood the 

community, flooding attack may also be categorised in two 

categories. 

 
Fig. 3: Types of Flooding Attacks 

1) Rreq Flooding:  

In RREQ flooding attack the attacker chooses a quantity of 

IP addresses no longer within the network or pick random IP 

addresses relying on expertise about variety of the IP handle 

within the network. In suspicious RREQ Flooding attack an 

interloper broadcast a RREQ with a destination IP address 

no longer ready for the ring traversal time and steady 

retransmitting the identical packets with higher TTL worth. 

2) Data Flooding:  

Within the information flooding, suspicious node flood the 

network via transmitting vain information packets. Within 

the information flooding, first of all a suspicious node built a 

route to the entire nodes then forwards large quantity of 

false knowledge packets. 

III. HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL  

The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a stochastic model 

for sequential information. It's a stochastic process 

determined via the two interrelated mechanisms – a latent 

Markov chain having a finite number of states, and a 

collection of commentary likelihood distributions, every one 

related to a state. At each discrete time immediate, the 

method is thought to be in a state, and remark is generated 

by way of the chance distribution corresponding to the 

present state. The HMM is termed discrete if the output 

alphabet is finite, and steady if the output alphabet is just not 

always finite, e.g., each and every state is governed by using 

a parametric density operate [4,5,6]. 

Theoretical and empirical outcome have shown 

that, given an adequate number of states and a sufficiently 

rich set of information, HMMs are in a position of 

representing likelihood distributions akin to problematic 

actual-world phenomena in terms of easy and compact 

models [7, 8]. That is supported by way of the success of 

HMMs in more than a few sensible functions, where it has 

grown to be a predominant methodology for design of 

computerized speech cognizance systems (ASR) [9, 10,11]. 

It has also been effectually applied to various other fields, 

similar to signature verification [12, 13] communication and 

manipulate [14,15], bioinformatics [16,17], pc vision 

[18,19], and computer and network safety [20,21,22]. For 

instance, in the field of pc and community security, a 

growing quantity of HMM applications are located in 

intrusion detection programs (IDSs). HMMs had been 

utilized either to anomaly detection, to model average 

patterns of behaviour, or in misuse detection, to mannequin 

a predefined set of attacks. HMM functions in anomaly and 

misuse detection have emerged in each primary categories 

of IDS - host-situated IDS [22, 23, 20,21] and community-

established IDS [23,24]. Furthermore, HMMs have lately 

begun to emerge in wireless IDS purposes [25]. 

In lots of functional applications, the collection and 

evaluation of coaching information is pricey and time 

drinking. As a final result, data for coaching an HMM is 

normally restrained in apply, and could over time not be 

representative of the underlying information distribution. 

Nonetheless, the performance of a generative mannequin 

like the HMM depends heavily on the availability of an 

ample amount of representative training data to estimate its 

parameters, and in some circumstances its topology. In static 

environments, the place the underlying data distribution 

remains fixed, designing a HMM with a confined number of 
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coaching observations may just greatly degrade efficiency. 

This is also the case when new expertise emerges in 

dynamically changing environments, where underlying data 

distribution varies or drifts in time. A HMM that's 

knowledgeable utilising knowledge sampled from the 

atmosphere will therefore include some uncertainty with 

admire to the underlying knowledge distribution. 

It is usual to gather extra coaching data from the 

environment at some point in time after a sample 

classification method has firstly been expert and deployed 

for operations. When you consider that constrained coaching 

data is most commonly employed in follow, and underlying 

knowledge distribution are prone to vary, a method centred 

on HMMs must enable for adaptation based on new training 

knowledge from the operational atmosphere or other 

sources. The potential to effectually adapt HMM parameters 

in response to newly-obtained training data, by way of 

incremental studying, is thus an undisputed asset for 

sustaining a high degree of efficiency. Certainly, refining a 

HMM to novelty encountered within the environment may 

shrink its uncertainty with admire to the underlying data 

distribution. 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Patel et al [26], this paper we've projected a novel 

automated safety mechanism making use of SVM to 

safeguard towards malicious attack occurring in AODV. 

Proposed system makes use of machine learning to 

categorize nodes as malicious. This process is a ways extra 

resilient to the context changes normal in MANET's, 

reminiscent of those because of malicious nodes altering 

their misbehaviour patterns over time or quick changes in 

environmental reasons, for example the movement speed 

and verbal exchange range. This paper offered new 

proposed algorithm for detection of assaults in ad-hoc 

networks situated on SVM behavioral routing protocols to 

notice MANET assaults. In this system we now have used 

the PMOR, PDER, and PMISR as metrics to assess the QoS 

of a link and into prediction of attacks. 

Roshan et al [27], devised the period-based defence 

mechanisms which by and large center of attention on 

RREQ flooding assaults alternatively than the data flooding 

attack. So it is viable to reduce the throughput of burst 

traffic with the aid of compete with easy threshold. 

Panagiotis et al [28], proposed a secure link state 

protocol (SLSP), which may also be increase gainful to the 

approach operation. SLSP is hearty against man or woman 

Byzantine enemies. Its covered neighbor revelation and the 

utilization of NLP improve SLSP towards assaults that 

undertaking to fumes method and node assets. 

Nadeem et al [29], Focused DoS attack and 

descriptions how intruders can misuse the route discovery 

mechanism to deliver about targeted DoS assaults in 

MANET. To distinguish DoS and advocate an irregularity 

based interruption realization framework that makes use of a 

mix of chi-square test and manage outline to first respect 

interruption and afterward distinguish an intruder reveal that 

it produce low identification and excessive false alert rates. 

Adaptive Intrusion Detection and Prevention (AIDP) at last 

segregate the nodes from the system to forestall interruption. 

Ujwala et al [30], described the Route request 

flooding attack with its effects in MANET and message 

structure and damages induced by means of it. Then also 

conclude that the flooding assault is detected and avoided 

utilizing core node. The effect of flooding assault on the 

complete network performance is analyzed under the 

circumstances of exceptional parameters including the 

number of attack nodes, flooding frequency, community 

bandwidth, and the number of normal nodes. 

V. PROBLEM STATEMENT  

The existing approach is based on support vector machine, 

the problem with this is it is supervised learning so we need 

to train the training data sets. This will consume alot of time. 

VI. PROPOSED WORK  

In proposed work applying HMM for improving network 

performance. In HMM detects the hidden state of nodes. 

This approach observes the behaviour of hidden states of 

nodes. If nodes behaves maliciously it matches the 

behaviour of nodes with its observed behaviour of nodes. 

1) Step1: initialize the network 

2) Step2: trained data which contain node behavior  

3) Step3: if (attack) { 

HMMexecute();     \\ find hidden state using Viterbi or 

forward back ward approach 

Return (sequence); 

} 

4) Step4: receive (sequence) { // give observation of 

particular state of node 

T[] = sequence 

If(t == malicious) {  

Find attack; } } 

5) Step5: black list node. 

6) Step6: exit 

VII. SIMULATION & RESULTS  

A. Packet delivery ratio: 

By this ratio, we mean that the total number of packets 

received from the seed packets. 

PDR= no. of packets received/ no of packets send 

 
Fig. 4: Packet delivery ratio comparison 

B. Routing Overhead: 

By this term, understands that the load of work induced on 

nodes for processing the request of other nodes. With 

increase in routing overhead, the performance of 
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networkmis degraded. Thus routing overhead must be 

minimal. 

 
Fig. 5: Routing overhead comparison between base and 

propose approach 

C. Throughput: 

The number of packets send per bits. 

Throughput= number of packets send/bits. 

 
Fig. 3: Throughput comparison between base and propose 

approach 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Support vector machine which is an supervised learning 

approach is used in the existing approach after applying 

SVM, it slower the performance of the network and require 

training of data sets, wherein MANET is an network where 

communication required among nodes is quick, thus in 

proposed approach HMM is used in MANET for detecting 

hidden states of nodes, applying HMM improves the 

network performance. The proposed approach provides 

better outcomes in terms of packet delivery ratio, throughput 

and routing approach. In future, optimization techniques can 

be used for improving these results. 
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